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Abstract. For buildings designed with internal insulation, thermal bridges at the junction between slabs
and walls are a common issue, since they create heat loss from inside of the building. Thermal break
systems (TBS), which are composed of structural elements (rebars and steel profiles) and insulation ma-
terial, are used to reduce this heat loss and to transfer shear forces from the slab to the walls. Insulation
system of TBS generates a temperature gap from wall to slab. As a consequence, while the wall is ex-
posed to climatic actions and is repeatedly dilated and contracted, whereas the slab pertains a constant
temperature and does not present any volumetric variation, thus the TBSs are submitted to large displace-
ment constrains. The paper illustrates the effect of the thermal dilatation and contraction of the walls,
which create a supplemental force in the TBSs, and consequently cracking of the walls. A numerical
model of a quarter of a building’s storey is submitted to the climatic actions computed at the location of
Embrun city, in France. One side of the L-shape wall is supposed to face to the south, and the other one
to the west. The thermal and mechanical analysis are performed with the software CASTEM. In ther-
mal analysis, air temperature and flux of solar radiation signal are defined from databases of METEO
FRANCE, and are applied on the exterior surface of the walls. The results of the first calculation, by
thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis (THM) with elasticity behavior, confirm that a significant stress level
in tension occurs in the concrete at the corner of the walls and the nearby interface elements of the TBS.
Furthermore, the TBSs that are close to the corner of the walls pertain the highest horizontal and axial
forces, and are at risk to exceed the limit strength. Based on those results, a second calculation, which
includes the coupling of damage with shrinkage and creep model from the THM analysis, is made for
determining more realistic forces in the TBSs, and analyzing the cracking pattern of the walls.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Europe, reduction of energy consumption for residential building has been initially raised in the
directive on energy performance in building in 2002. Among the sources of heat loss, thermal bridges,
which are caused by the discontinuity of the insulation system at the interface of the slab to the wall or
the slab to the balcony, are known as a common issue for creating a path for heat loss. Thermal break
systems (TBS) mean to solve this problem while ensuring the transfer of the load. The TBS is thus
composed of insulation and structural elements, see [Figs. 1a and 1b].
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In spite of its thermal benefits, the existence of TBS also generates a temperature gap, which separates
the temperature field from the wall to the slab in the case of internal insulation. The thermal expansion
and contraction of the wall due to the thermal behavior of the concrete under the climatic actions are
constrained by the slab side. The displacement constraints of the wall are then believed to create supple-
mental forces in the TBSs, and also in the nearby concrete structures. Those forces may be large enough
to provoke some damage in the TBS, and the cracking of the surrounding concrete. The study presented
in this paper tries to give a first scientific insight on those phenomenons. The problem can only be solved
realistically by a refined modeling that takes into account the climatic action, the non linear behavior of
the TBS and the strain softening of the concrete. Moreover, as climatic actions are considered as long
term actions, creep and shrinkage effects are also included.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, a thermo-mechanical simulation of buildings with internal
insulation and equipped with TBS has never been presented before in the literature. In this paper, a
numerical simulation based on finite element method and multi-scale approach is developed. The multi-
scale approach includes the numerical modeling of the structural elements such as : wall, slab and
TBSs. Besides that, refined modelings of the material behavior : drying shrinkage [1–3], creep [4],
damage elasticity of concrete [5] and elasto-plasticity of TBS [6, 7] are considered as second part of
the multi-scale approach. Once the numerical and material modelings are developed and implanted
in CASTEM [8], the full numerical simulation of a building scale is launched, and serves as a tool for
analyzing stress, displacement and damage distribution in the walls, and supplemental forces that happen
in TBSs. The simulation initially starts with the thermal and hydro analysis, where the imposed signal of
air temperature, solar radiation and ambient humidity are obtained from the local meteorological station.
The temperature and humidity distributions are then used as input data for performing thermo-hydro-
mechanical analysis of the building scale.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1: (a) geometry of TBS connected between slab and wall, (b) TBS (SLABE ZNr)

2 CLIMATIC ACTIONS

As mentioned in Section 1, the principal loading in the simulation is the thermal loading, which
is defined by the combination of air temperature and solar radiation signal. Besides that, to include
the shrinkage effect, the shrinkage strains are calculated from the relative humidity of concrete, then
the hydric analysis based on the imposed humidity is necessary. Those signals are obtained from the
database of METEO FRANCE [9], and will be presented in this section.

2.1 Temperature signal generation

The temperature signal used in thermal analysis is constructed base on the maximum and minimum
temperature of each day. The maximum and minimum of temperature and time of occurrence are those
of the meteorological station located at Embrun city in France. The daily air temperature signal [Fig. 2]
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is simplified to a sinusoidal signal, see Eq. (1). Tmax and Tmin are corresponding to the maximum and
minimum daily temperature, whereas tmax and tmin are time corresponding to Tmax and Tmin, respectively.

T (t) = Tmin +
Tmax−Tmin

2

[
1− cos

(
π

t− tmin

tmax− tmin

)]
(1)
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Figure 2: air temperature evolution (Embrun, France, 2016)

2.2 Solar radiation signal
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Figure 3: daily solar radiation evolution for different orientations and seasons (εs=0.7)

The pure data, global solar radiation, is projected on vertical surfaces with different orientations
(south and west), see in [Fig. 3]. Furthermore, the color effect of the building is taken into account by the
coefficient emissivity (εs), in which 0.7 for the light colored surface, see Tabel 5.2 of EN 1991-1-5 [10].

2.3 Ambient humidity signal

The ambient humidity signal is also obtained from the database of METEO FRANCE [9], the data
are monthly average humidity, see [Fig. 4]. This signal is used in hydric analysis, and is applied on the
exterior surface of the walls, while the interior environment, a constant humidity of 60% is considered.

3 THERMAL ANALYSIS

The thermal analysis is performed by CASTEM [8], which is based on the finite elements method.
The double complexities, including non linear behavior of the materials and large scale of finite elements
structure and types of the elements, the numerical model is reduced to a quarter of a storey of a building
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Figure 4: ambient humidity evolution, monthly average (Embrun, France, 2016)

(L shape walls), see [Fig. 5]. It is supposed that the building is symmetry, and the floor a constant
temperature, as a consequence, the floor is omitted for thermal modeling. The long and short walls are
exposed to the most critical directions, south and west.

 

32m 15m 

Figure 5: geometry of thermal numerical analysis

3.1 Thermal equations

Thermal analysis in this paper is governed by the conventional heat equation :

ρCpṪ −div(λ ·
−−→
gradT )−qv = 0 (2)

with the law of Fourier :
−→q (x) =−λ ·

−−→
gradT (3)

and boundary conditions :
−→n · (λ ·

−−−→
grandT ) = ϕs +h(Tf −T ) (4)

The thermal properties of the concrete that are considered in thermal analysis are presented in Table 1:

λ (W/m ·K) Cp (J/Kg ·K) ρ (Kg ·m−3)
1.75 900 2500

Table 1: thermal properties of concrete
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3.2 Boundary condition

The signal of solar radiation is applied directly on the exterior surface of the walls, whereas the air
temperature signal is exposed to the wall by the flux of convection. Moreover, to simplify the numerical
simulation in thermal analysis, the layers of insulation material is not modeled, but an equivalent thermal
transmittance is considered (heq) :

heq =
1

Rsi +R1 +R2 + ...+Rse
(5)

and Rsi=0.13; Rse=0.04; Ri=di/λi

4 THERMO-HYDRO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS (THM)

4.1 Drying shrinkage modeling

To include the drying shrinkage strain, the relative humidity distributions are needed, in which the
drying model is described by a linear diffusion equation of the second law of Fick :

∂H
∂t

= ∇ [Deq(h)∇∇∇H] (6)

where Deq [m2.s−1] is the coefficient of diffusion, and depends on the variation of humidity (H). The
expression of Deq(h) proposed by [2] (Xi et al. 1994) is adopted :

D(h) = Do

[
1+a

(
1−2−10b(h−1)

)]
(7)

where Do, a and b are material parameters and depend on the value of water to cement ratio (w/c).
The linear drying shrinkage model based on [3] (Alvaredo and Wittmann, 1993) is then expressed as :

ε̇sh = Kh
shḣ1 (8)

where, ε̇sh is the drying shrinkage strain rate vector, Kh
sh is the hydrous compressibility factor, and 1 is

the unit vector.

4.2 Creep modeling

The creep modeling in this paper is based on the rate type creep law, in which the creep compliance
function is the combination of the creep compliance function for basic creep (bc) and drying creep (dc),
see Eq. (10). The creep compliance is described by the Kelvin-Voigt model, and the elasticity parameters
of the model are identified from creep compliance function curve of Eurocode 2 [Fig. 6]. Aging effect
of concrete is also considered into the creep model, as the elasticity parameters are identified at different
ages of concrete (t’). The total creep strain is expressed as :

εcreep =
∫ t

0
J(t, t ′)dσ(t ′) (9)

Both creep compliance functions rely on the Kelvin-Voigt model [Fig. 6], where Jbc includes an elasticity
spring with 8 units of Kelvin, whereas Jdc is only described by 8 units of Kelvin :

J(t, t ′) = Jbc(t, t ′)+ Jdc(t, t ′) (10)

Jbc(t, t ′) =
1

E0
+

n

∑
i=1

1
Ei,bc(t ′)

[
1− exp

(
(t− t ′)

τi

)]
; Jdc(t, t ′) =

n

∑
i=1

1
Ei,dc(t ′)

[
1− exp

(
(t− t ′)

τi

)]
(11)
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To consider the influence of relative humidity, the elasticity parameters of basic and drying creep com-
pliance are initially identified from creep compliance of EC2 at RH=95% and RH=30%, respectively.
For different relative humidity conditions, those parameters are then modified as :

Ei,bc(t ′) =
Ei,bc,0

h
; Ei,dc(t ′) =

Ei,dc,0

ḣ
(12)	
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Figure 6: comparison of creep compliance function by Kelvin chain and Eurocode 2 at RH=80%

4.3 Mechanical model

The mechanical model of the concrete wall in this paper is based on the use of the µ model of Mazars
[5]. Two loading surfaces, which are, respectively, for tension and compression, are used for activating
damage. Besides that the model also includes the unilateral effect of concrete behavior, see [Fig. 7].

σ = (1−D)E:(εεε−εthεthεth−εshεshεsh−εcreepεcreepεcreep) (13)
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Figure 7: stress-strain curve of concrete based on µ model

4.4 Elasto-plasticity model of TBSs

As TBSs are mainly made of stainless steel, the elasto-plasticity model of TBSs is based on the
constitutive law of stainless steel [6], in which the classical laws of kinematic and isotropic hardening
are considered. The Helmholtz free energy of the material can be written as a sum of elasticity and
inelasticity :

ψ = ρψ
E +ρψ

I (14)

ρψ
E =

1
2

Ka(U−Up)
2 ; ρψ

I =
1
3

Cp
α

2
p +Rp

∞

[
rp +

1
bp exp(−bprp)

]
(15)
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in which αp and rp are internal variables of kinematic and isotropic plasticity hardening, respectively.
Ka is the stiffness of the TBS, whereas Cp, Rp

∞ and bp are parameters of the model. The parameters of
the elasto-plasticity model have been identified from the result of experiments, that were conducted at
the laboratory of LGCGM on a specific TBS (SLABE ZNr) [Fig. 8a] [11]. As illustrated in [Fig. 8b],
the horizontal force-displacement curve of the experiment is compared to the one of the simulation, and
the parameters are shown in Table 2 :

Ka (KN/m) Cp (MPa) Rp
∞ (MPa) bp Fy (KN)

83000 130 85 200 87

Table 2: parameters of elasto-plasticity model of TBS
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Figure 8: (a) geometry of specimen and loading position, (b) comparison of horizontal
force-displacement curve of the TBS between experiment and simulation

4.5 Numerical modeling of building scale

The full numerical simulation in this paper is based on a numerical modeling at building scale [Fig.
9], in which the dimensions of the walls remain the same as the ones of the thermal numerical simulation
[Fig. 5]. The wall is modeled by cubic solid elements with 20 nodes, and the slab is placed at the middle
height of the wall. A band of the slab with 1m width is modeled by cubic solid elements with 8 nodes,
and the rest is modeled by 4 nodes shell elements. Regarding to the boundary conditions, the lateral
surfaces of the walls and slab are imposed by symmetrical condition, and the top and bottom surface
of the walls are imposed to develop the same vertical displacement. Furthermore, to represent the TBS
into the numerical modeling, shell elements are added in the wall to represent the reinforcements that
are embedded into the concrete wall and slab. A node of the shell elements in the wall is connected to
another node of the shell elements in the slab by spring elements [Fig. 9]. The elasto-plasticity model
of the TBS discussed in Section 4.4 is applied to these springs. Minimum reinforcements in vertical and
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horizontal directions (Av, Ah) proposed by Eurocode 2 are considered in concrete.

Figure 9: geometry of numerical modeling of a building scale and TBS by spring element

4.6 Case studies

The simulation is time consuming, and the case study in this paper will focus only for simulation
with non linear behavior of the material, see in Table 3. As described in the abstract, with the elastic
analysis, a large tensile stresses in the wall was observed, and the horizontal shear in the TBSs exceeded
the elastic limit strength. As a result, a simulation take into account crackings in concrete is mandatory.
Furthermore, to avoid of the thermal shock at the beginning of the signals, the mechanical simulation
start at t=10.6 days with Tre f =10oC.

linear case concrete : THM analysis (elastic behavior); TBS : elasto-plasticity; 3 MPa of
loading on the walls; εs=0.7; Av=0.27%; Ah=0.12%

Non linear case concrete : THM analysis (elastic damage behavior); TBS : elasto-plasticity; 3
MPa of loading on the walls; εs=0.7; Av=0.27%; Ah=0.12%

Table 3: summary of case study

5 RESULTS

5.1 Displacement evolution

The displacement distribution presented in [Fig. 10] is corresponding to the maximum Uy at t=246.6
days. The maximum displacement takes place at the corner, and the deformed configuration indicates
bending on the west and south wall. In [Fig. 11], the displacement evolutions (Ux, Uy) are extracted at
the corner of the walls (black dot). Taking into account crackings in concrete, the displacement with
elastic damage analysis is almost 2 times larger than the one simulated with elastic behavior. Besides
that, several displacement jumps are noticed. These displacement jumps refer to important cracking in
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the walls.

Figure 10: displacement distribution and deformed configuration at t=246.6 days
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Figure 11: displacement evolutions: (top) Ux, (bottom) Uy

5.2 Damage distribution

The damage distribution in the walls presented different cracking patterns in the walls, see in Table 4.
As mentioned in Section 4.5, only the minimum reinforcement is applied in the walls, then cracking
in the walls is inevitable. These crackings are: cracks at the corner, vertical cracks through the storey
and get through the thickness of the walls, crack propagation on the surface and cracking in concrete
elements surrounding the TBSs. The displacement jumps described previously is corresponding to those
vertical cracks. The vertical cracks on the south are due to the horizontal displacement restraints at the
connection wall-slab by the TBSs. Whereas for those on the west locate in the bending zone, and are
caused by the dilatation effect from the south wall. The crack propagation on the surface is considered
as the shrinkage effect on the skin.
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Table 4: evolution of damages distribution on the walls, 40 - 415 days

5.3 Internal force in TBSs
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Figure 12: (left): envelop of horizontal shear profiles, (right): shear-displacement of 1st TBS at the
corner
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As described in the displacement evolution, see in Section 5.1, the horizontal displacement of the
south wall is important. At here, the envelop curve of shear profiles of the springs implanted on the south
wall are depicted in [Fig. 12]. The comparison between the elastic and elastic damage calculations indi-
cated that the number of springs exceeded the elastic limit strength with the elastic damage calculation
is twice of the elastic calculation. On the right of [Fig. 12], the shear displacement curve of the 1st TBS
at the corner is plotted, and several cycles of horizontal shear get across the elastic limit strength. This
observation also mean that the TBSs are concerned by fatigue strength.

In order to understand the order of magnitude of damage in the TBS due to horizontal deformation
from the walls, the fatigue analysis is proposed. It should be noticed that the fatigue strength of the
TBS here is corresponding to TBS SUNE that is used for the external insulation and at balcony-slab
connection [7]. For the one corresponding to the TBS in the simulation is not described by the experiment
of low cycle fatigue test. It is known that the fatigue strength of TBS SUNE is lower than the one
considered in the simulation. The fatigue analysis is done by counting the amplitude of energy (FmaxXa)
through the rainflow approach, see at left of [Fig. 13]. After that the damage accumulation in the TBSs is
obtained by summing the ratios (Nsimu/NSUNE), see at right of [Fig. 13]. The damage profiles in [Fig. 13]
are the damage accumulation in the TBSs of the south wall after exposure to 1 year of climatic actions.
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Figure 13: (left): fatigue analysis, (right): damage profile of the TBSs on the south wall

A simplified estimation of the damage accumulation in the TBSs for 50 years of building’s life is
obtained by multiplying the damage obtained for 1 year with 50, see in [Fig. 14]. First, the TBSs on the
west wall are not concerned by this effect, whereas for the TBSs on the south, there are 4 TBSs are fully
damaged with elastic damage analysis and 2 for the elastic analysis.
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6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effect of climatic actions on the buildings with internal insulation and TBSs at
the wall-slab connection has been investigated. A number of algorithms that include shrinkage, creep,
damage elasticity and elasto-plasticity models are implanted into the finite element code of Castem [8].
The double complexities in terms of the non linear behaviors and numerical modeling at building scale
have limited the model to only a quarter of a building storey. The first simulation with elastic behavior for
the concrete has indicated that the walls experience with large tensile stresses, as well as, the TBSs at the
corner absorb important horizontal shear. For these considerations, the simulation has to take into account
the cracking in concrete in order to obtain more realistic internal forces in the TBSs. For the non linear
simulation, the concrete has been changed to elastic damage behavior. Several types of cracking pattern
in the walls are presented, which are crack propagation on the surface, vertical cracks and cracking
in concrete elements surrounding the TBSs. The crackings in the walls also indicate the insufficiency
of minimum reinforcement percentage. An mentioned, important displacement jumps, which generate
significant horizontal shear in the TBSs, are noticed. Furthermore, the TBSs experience with repeated
yielding for many cycles under the dilatation and contraction effect of the walls. For this reason, the
fatigue analysis is made for the TBSs. Even though, the fatigue strength is not really corresponding to
the TBS used for slab-wall connection, but the numbers and the order of magnitude of damage in the
TBSs are significant. In addition, crackings in the walls have taken part to aggravate the damage in the
TBSs. However, the severity of those conclusions must be attached with the following consideration. In
the current model, the walls are supposed as blind, then it might overestimates thermal effect compared
to a building with openings. Moreover, the extrapolation of the damages in the TBSs from 1 year to 50
years is not correct, as first crackings that create an important damage happens only once in the building.
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